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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate vowel and consonant
quantity in Finnish, a typical quantity language, and to set up
a reference corpus for a large-scale project studying the diachronic development of quantity contrasts in German varieties.
Although German is not considered a quantity language, both
tense and lax vowels and voiced and voiceless stops are differentiated by vowel and closure duration, respectively. The
role of these cues, however, has undergone different diachronic
changes in various German varieties. To understand the conditions for such prosodic changes, the present study investigates
the stability of quantity relations in an undisputed quantity language. To this end, recordings of words differing in vowel and
stop length were obtained from seven older and six younger L1
Finnish speakers, both in a normal and a loud voice. We then
measured vowel and stop duration and calculated the vowel to
vowel-plus-consonant ratio (a measure known to differentiate
German VC sequences) as well as the geminate-to-singleton
ratio. Results show stability across age groups but variability across speech styles. Moreover, VC ratios were similar for
Finnish and Bavarian German speakers. We discuss our findings against the background of a typology of vowel and consonant quantity.
Index Terms: vowel and consonant quantity, stability, typology, Finnish, speech production

1. Introduction
The aim of this study was to corroborate acoustically a typology
of quantity usage in different languages as part of a large-scale
project studying the diachronic development of quantity contrasts in German varieties. With German varieties using both
durational and non-durational cues to mark the vowel length
and the so-called voicing contrast, we chose Finnish – undisputedly a quantity language – as a solid basis for comparison.
Beyond the Finnish data already available [1, 2, 3, 4], we need
to further establish the phonetic detail pertaining to its quantity
contrasts. For our typological aim, we need to be able to compare the strength of the durational cues in German phonological
systems not only to the other cues inside the same systems, but
also to the strength of durational cues in quantity-heavy phonological systems like Finnish. Additionally, since the use of durational cues in German varieties has changed diachronically,
both on a historic timescale (from Old High German to Modern High German) [5] and within recent generations [6, 7], we
also investigated the stability of the relevant durational cues in
Finnish across generations and under the influence of systeminternal variation (here different speech styles).
Bannert [8] has proposed a typology that classifies languages based on where they allow quantity contrasts: in vowels only (e. g. Czech); in consonants only (e. g. Italian); in
both vowels and consonants, independently of each other (e. g.

Finnish [2, 8]); in both vowels and consonants, but interdependently (e. g. Central Bavarian [8]); or not at all.
Many languages, including those under investigation in this
paper, have two quantities: long vs. short. In Finnish, this leads
to four possible types of vowel-consonant (VC) sequences: VC,
V:C, VC:, and V:C: (here and hereafter : indicates phonologically long vowels and consonants, respectively). Central Bavarian employs complementary length with long vowels always
preceding lenis (i. e. short) consonants and short vowels only
fortis (i. e. long) consonants. That is, in this variety only two
types are possible: V:C and VC:. However, there is evidence
that it has started to allow a vowel length contrast before fortis
stops [6, 7], presumably influenced by Standard German.
While Finnish and Central Bavarian are part of the typology proposed in [8], Standard German is not. Standard German poses a challenge for the quantity typology, because it uses
durational cues for both vowel and consonant contrasts (independently, like Finnish), but it also uses non-durational cues to
support them. In particular, vowel contrasts are cued by duration and by quality [9] (note though that there is one vowel
pair, /a a:/ that is distinguished solely by duration). For stops,
German has a two-way contrast that is variously termed fortis/lenis or voicing contrast (see [10] for a discussion). Its main
cue is aspiration, but in the absence of aspiration (e. g. before
nasals as in [be:tn] ‘to pray’), the most important cue becomes
" the stop’s closure phase and the preceding
relative duration of
vowel [11]. In the remainder of the paper we refer to this cue as
proportional vowel duration (PVD). Since the described vowel
and consonant contrasts are (1) to some extent quantity contrasts and (2) freely combinable, it therefore seems plausible to
take the same four types of VC sequences as described above
for Finnish as a basis for Standard German VC sequences.
PVD has been shown to separate V:C: and V:C sequences
(e. g. [bo:tn] ‘messengers’ vs. [bo:dn] ‘floor’, [12, 13]) as well
" VC: sequences (e. g. [bi:tn
"
as V:C: and
] ‘to offer’ vs. [bItn]
"
‘to request’], [6]) in different varieties" of Standard German.
The present study asks whether PVD is a good measure (1) to
demonstrate the phonemic four-way length contrast in Finnish
VC sequences and (2) for an acoustically based quantity typology as suggested by [8]. Table 1 gives a first impression of
how similar PVD values (recalculated from previous studies)
are across languages.
Three major questions arise from table 1. (a) German and
Finnish appear to implement the four types differently in terms
of PVD. Is this due to the different usage of non-durational cues
in these two languages, and should they therefore be treated
differently (i. e. due to the different phonetic implementation)
or the same (because of similar kinds of phonemic categories)
typology-wise? (b) If Bavarian is developing a third category
V:C: (which may be governed by dialect leveling with Standard German but is certainly not governed by an assimilation
to Finnish), will it adopt Standard German’s phonetic imple-

Table 1: Proportional vowel duration (PVD) in VC sequences;
n/a refers to missing data for a particular sequence in the respective analysis. Vowel duration is either given as a proportion of the vowel+closure sequence (German, Central Bavarian upper row) or of the vowel+stop sequence (Finnish, Central
Bavarian lower row).
Language [Source]

V:C

V:C:

VC

VC:

German [11]
German [14]
Finnish [1]
Central Bavarian [6, 13]

0.76
0.75
0.68
0.76
0.69

0.58
0.68
0.47
0.56
0.44

n/a
0.61
0.45
n/a
n/a

n/a
0.50
0.35
0.31
0.21

mentation (as the values in the upper row suggest), or will it
be more similar to Finnish (as the values in the lower row give
reason to expect, and perhaps for the same typological reasons
that set Finnish and German apart)? There are two differently
calculated sets of PVD values for Bavarian: One includes aspiration in the calculation and the other does not. The difference
between the two sets clearly demonstrates that an acoustically
based quantity typology needs to consider both lower-level units
such as phones (i. e. the closure phase) and higher-level units
such as phonemes (i. e. the entire stop). And (c), since VC and
V:C: are very close in Finnish but further apart in German, can
this measure be used to separate all four categories in a language
like Finnish? Such a separation depends largely on the dispersion of a given data set, but from [1] we only know the mean.
As a first step towards an acoustically based quantity typology,
we will therefore focus on question (c) in the present study.
Thus, our first research question is whether the four Finnish
quantity categories can be separated by means of PVD and how
this measure performs in relation to absolute duration and geminate to singleton ratio that have been investigated in previous
studies [1, 2, 3, 4]. In order to compare (in future studies) the
outcome of the present study to ongoing diachronic developments in Germanic languages, our second research question is
how stable the observed patterns remain under the influence of
system-internal variation. We chose to test the difference between younger and older speakers. We do not, however, expect any substantial age differences in Finnish, since we are
not aware of any instability reports regarding the language.
Moreover, as a within-speaker type of variation, we chose to
test the difference between normal and loud speech. Differences in loudness are known to correlate with speech rate (with
louder speech being slower than normal speech [15]; we did
not vary rate directly to allow future comparison with children’s
data [16]).

words are high/mid-high back vowels and show strong overlap
in their formant frequencies F1 and F2.
Table 2: Target words analyzed in the current study.
Finnish

English

kota
koota
tutti
tuutti

‘capsule’
‘put together, collect’
‘pacifier’
‘cone’

taka
taakka

‘back, rear or hind (prefix)’
‘burden’

takka
kaato
katto
kiitää
kiittää
tapaa
tappaa

‘chimney’
‘bull’s eye’
‘roof’
‘to race’
‘to thank’
‘to meet sb.’
‘to kill’

2.2. Participants and Recording Procedure
13 native speakers of Finnish took part in the experiment (9 female, 4 male). They were assigned to one of two age groups:
younger (born 1995-1997) and older (six born 1950-1962, one
born 1971). The recordings were made in 2016. The apparenttime design was used to test the (in-)stability of the cues involved. Moreover, the young group allows for a real-time comparison with data of then-young speakers described in Lehtonen [1]. Ten participants lived in the region of Uusimaa (located in South Finland and including Helsinki) at the time of
recording. The other three had also lived there, but had moved
to Munich, Germany, within two years before the recordings
were made. Participants were paid.
The speakers were recorded at their own homes, using a laptop computer, mobile recording equipment (BeyerDynamic headset microphone, M-Audio audio interface) and
SpeechRecorder [17] (version 3.4.2). The digital audio signals
were sampled at 44.1 kHz, with a 16-bit resolution.
Each of the 45 target words was embedded into the carrier
sentence Sano X yhden kerran ’say X once’. Six repetitions of
each sentence were presented one at a time and in randomized
order on the laptop screen. The recording sessions were divided
into six blocks, each consisting of all 45 words. The participants
were asked to read the sentences in a normal voice in blocks 1,
3, and 5, and in a loud voice in blocks 2, 4, and 6.
2.3. Analysis

2. Method
2.1. Material
We analyzed 13 words (table 2) of a 45-word corpus. All but
two of the corpus words, and all of the analyzed words, were
structured C1 V1 C2 V2 . Within the 13 target words, V1 , C2 , and
V2 were either short or long, and both C1 and C2 were stops.
Special emphasis has been put on the words taka and
taakka, which form the only minimal pair in our corpus that
contrasts VC and V:C:; and on the words kota/koota/tutti/tuutti,
which contrast all four types of VC while preserving the identity of C2 and the quantity of V2 . Moreover, all V1 in these four

The recordings were automatically segmented using WebMAUS [18]. Segment boundaries were then corrected manually
where necessary. Because WebMAUS has not yet incorporated
Finnish training data, we used its language-agnostic mode.
All manual corrections and the analysis were conducted using the EMU Speech Database Management System [19] (version 0.2.1) and R [20] (version 3.3.2).
The dependent variables we investigated were the absolute
duration of V1 and C2 , the respective proportional vowel duration (PVD), defined as V V+C (like [1] we included aspiration
in the consonant duration to allow for direct comparison of all
Finnish data available and based on the assumption that aspi-

Figure 1: PVD for kota/koota/tutti/tuutti tokens. N per boxplot
is 18 (younger), 21 (older); overall N = 312.

Figure 2: PVD for taka/taakka tokens. N per boxplot is 18
(younger), 21 (older); overall N = 156.

ration only plays a marginal role in Finnish), and the ratio of
long vs. short segments (V1 ratio: VV : , C2 ratio: C:
).
C
Our independent variables were age (younger/older),
speech style (normal/loud), and category (V:C/V:C:/VC/VC:).
For some tests, category was reduced to two factors V1 and C2
quantity (long/short). All factors except age were varied withinsubjects.

between the two categories, the older speakers show very little.
In general, PVD appears to increase in loud speech in all
four types of VC sequences, but it does so to the same extent in
all four categories.
The two endpoint categories in normal speech show PVD
means of 22 % (younger, VC:), 25 % (older, VC:), 73 %
(younger, V:C), and 71 % (older, V:C), respectively. For V:C,
this is similar to Lehtonen’s data, but for VC:, it differs substantially (see table 1).

3. Results
3.1. Proportional Vowel Duration (PVD)

3.2. Absolute V1 and C2 duration

Commensurate with fig. 1, a repeated measures ANOVA with
PVD as the dependent variable revealed significant main effects
for category (F [3, 33] = 435.5, p < 0.001) and speech style
(F [1, 11] = 30.6, p < 0.001), as well as a significant interaction effect for category × speech style (F [3, 33] = 5.2, p <
0.01). To prevent any potential effects of vowel height or position on PVD, the analysis was run on o/u-word tokens only.
In order to specifically test VC against V:C:, and again to
ensure best comparability, we ran another analysis on the tokens
of taka and taakka. Commensurate with fig. 2, the ANOVA revealed main effects for category (F [1, 11] = 25.9, p < 0.001)
and speech style (F [1, 11] = 42.9, p < 0.001), but no statistically significant interactions.
These findings suggest a difference between the categories
VC and V:C: that is subtle, yet robust and statistically significant. The difference in mean (fig. 1 and 2 show the median) between taka and taakka is between 5 and 6 % for loud
speech (younger and older) and for the younger speakers’ normal speech, and about 9 % for the older speakers’ normal
speech.1 While the younger speakers show substantial overlap

The absolute durations of V1 and C2 are shown in a scatter
plot in fig. 3. We observe four clearly separated clusters, one
for each type of VC sequence. The overlap between them is
remarkably small. However, it increases in loud speech. If
the durations were completely independent of each other, we
would expect the four clusters to form a rectangle along the
two dimensions. This, however, is not the case. While V:C
and VC: sequences show greater dispersion along the dimensions of vowel and consonant duration, respectively, V:C: and
VC sequences vary along both dimensions although they differ
greatly in the degree of dispersion. These category-dependent
distributions suggest that (1) variation is greater in long than
in short phonemes (see [21] for similar results in German), (2)
the two vowel categories overlap to a greater extent when preceding long as opposed to short consonants, and (3) the overlap between the two consonant categories is not affected by V1
quantity. This observation is in line with previous accounts of a
language-independent tendency of vowels being influenced by
adjacent consonants, but not the other way round [14, 22]. In
section 3.3 we will evaluate this observation numerically.

1 We

also calculated the PVD measure with two types of logarithmic
ln(V )
ln(V )
transformations, defining it as ln(V )+ln(C) or ln(V +C) , respectively.

With neither of them did the degree of separation between the two categories diminish.

Figure 3: Absolute duration of V1 and C2 . Included are tokens of all 13 target words (table 2), separated by speech style
and age group. The colors encode the kind of VC sequence the
respective token appears in. Overall N = 1,010.

3.3. Geminate to Singleton ratio (GSR)
We calculated the geminate to singleton ratio for both V1 and
C2 , as a function of C2 or V1 quantity, respectively. The GSR
in V1 is higher before short C2 than before long C2 (mean: 2.87
before short, 2.22 before long C2 ); this effect turned out to be
statistically significant (F [1, 11] = 18.8, p < 0.01). Not only
the mean values, but also the dispersion of values in fig. 3 point
in this direction. On the other hand, and again commensurate
with fig. 3, GSR in C2 did not differ significantly between short
V1 and long V1 tokens (2.33 after short, 2.26 after long V1 ).

4. Discussion
This study comprised two main aims: Firstly, to test whether
PVD is a useful acoustic measure for an acoustically based
quantity typology, and secondly, to establish the stability of duration cues used for signaling phonemic vowel and consonant
quantity in Finnish. The three main findings were as follows:
(1) PVD is able to separate all four types of VC sequences
in Finnish. This suggests that it may be a useful acoustic correlate for the typology. In comparison with absolute duration, the
main advantage of PVD is that it constitutes a uni-dimensional
measure for all four types. Absolute durations, while providing
perhaps a better separation of the four categories (cf. fig. 3 vs.
fig. 1 and 2), need two dimensions to achieve the same.
(2) The category separation provided by absolute durations
is slightly reduced in loud speech. This appears not to be the
case for PVD. This suggests that PVD is slightly more robust
as a cue in terms of normalization across speech styles/rates
(see [23] for similar results in Italian), which would seem plau-

sible because the measure itself may integrate normalization for
rate. It would be very interesting to specifically test the perceptual relevance of PVD in Finnish, especially in light of Kohler’s
finding [11] that PVD is a strong perceptual cue in German.
(3) As expected, we did not find any substantial differences
between the two age groups. This suggests that the acoustic
basis of Finnish quantity contrasts, namely duration, has not
changed within recent generations.
One problem regarding PVD, however, remains: Why
would the vowel proportion in VC be smaller than in V:C:?
This appears to be so in both German and Finnish and it suggests that the difference between long and short is stronger for
vowels than for consonants. This might be explained in terms
of the non-durational cues employed in the respective contrasts.
Finnish is often regarded not to use cues such as aspiration or
vowel quality to distinguish its quantity contrasts – neither in
vowels nor in consonants, which would make it likely for vowel
and consonant lengthening to be the same. [4], however, did investigate and find some additional cues for the stop length contrast. This could explain the bias towards more vowel lengthening and thus a higher vowel proportion in V:C:. In German,
non-durational cues are known to play an important role in both
vowels and consonants. However, [14] only investigated the
/a a:/ contrast, where vowel quality plays a minor role, making
duration especially important for vowels. This could explain
why in those data, PVD is particularly high for V:C:.
Finally, how does Central Bavarian – the German variety
that motivated the current study – fit in the pattern? Depending on the exact definition of PVD, the Bavarian PVD values in table 1 are either closer to the Finnish or the German
PVD values: When PVD marks the vocalic proportion of a
vowel+closure sequence, the Bavarian temporal patterns of the
three VC categories resemble more closely those of Standard
German but such a measure leaves aside an important part of
the stop (namely the aspiration phase) that may very well be a
relevant factor in the auditory processing of the vowel and consonant length contrast (note that [6, 13] did, unlike [11], include
words with oral releases). In fact, when PVD marks the vocalic
proportion of a vowel+stop sequence then the temporal patterns
of the three categories measured for Bavarian are closer to those
found for Finnish. In particular, the VC: category – where Central Bavarian and Finnish according to Lehtonen [1] diverge the
most – in our Finnish data was much closer to the Bavarian values (our data yielded a mean of 22–25 % for Finnish VC:).
We are currently conducting further analyses of durational
and non-durational cues in Central Bavarian and other German
varieties to better understand the timing relations in VC sequences and their typological characteristics. Considering the
entire stop in the PVD value might be the more appropriate
measure for an acoustically based typology because it appears
to better allow for generalization – both within (e. g. when comparing orally vs. nasally released stops) and across languages
(e. g. when comparing languages that use aspiration with those
that do not). After all, Standard German temporal patterns may
also have something in common with Finnish temporal pattern
when accounting for the entire stop in the PVD measure.
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